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CAREER TOPICS
ARE BORING... 

UNTIL THEY ARE NOT :)

If you are feeling "meh" at your current job,

but for whatever reason, you are seeing

yourself spending a few more weeks in here,

this playbook is designed to help you re-

vitalise, re-energise and shake up your vibes

at work :)
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If you were a

character in a

soap comedy,

who would you

be? Why?

--
- 
A
D
D

 H
U
M
O
U
R

 -
--

Explain what you do

to a 5-year-old. 

Name 3 hilarious situations at work, including the moments

when you mess up!

Date of Today: Date You Started

Doing What You do In

The Place:

If your boss was an animal,

what would s/he be?

Explain what you do to

someone coming from

1918.
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If God gives you a

handwritten note when

you are in the office, what

is written on it?

If you had a MAGIC

ERASER, what or who

will you delete from

work?

If your work is a game, what are the 5 most important game

rules?

What felt different at work, comparing now VS when you

just started in this role? 

If TODAY you were the CEO of the company you are

working for, or for self-employed, you are 100% in

flow and the world is your oyster, how would your day

look like?

--
- 
IN

F
U
S
E

 M
A
G
IC

 -
--
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If you have a twin in

another parallel universe,

s/he will be doing...

Your biggest

challenge is...

--
- 
F
O
C
U
S

 O
N

 T
H
E

 P
O
S
IT
IV
E

 O
N
L
Y

 -
--

Who are your favourite

people at work?

The part of your job

that feels like  sh*t is... Name one task at work that

can brighten up your day.

So The OPPOSITE of it

would be...
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Is it a WALL, or

just a piece of

STAIRS waiting

for you to

uplevel?

What feels easy?



What spices you up in

the morning?

Name one work

challenge that you are

most grateful for its

transformation on you.

If you are allowed to be 100% authentically YOU at work,

what and how would you do, say, express and dress

differently?

What style of work environment

can offer you more sense of

freedom and inspirations? 

How can you spice up your

work area NOW?

--
- 
A
M
P
L
IF
Y

 Y
O
U
R

 S
P
A
R
K

 -
--

What brings you

the highest joy?

How can you 10x

that joyful feeling

with your

creativity?
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Remember Why You Started

You are exactly where you need to be, so that

you can get to where you headed.

 

All the lessons you are having now is preparing

you to be a brighter, wiser you!

 

So use this as a platform for you to BUY TIME to

accumulate more skills, capital and create a

CAREER PIVOT PLAN while you can get

prepared for the best timing to do so!
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Okay, Now What's Next?



1.Decide Your Next Destination
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How to create a
Career Pivot Plan that

works?

Which has stopped 90% of people...Without
clarity of where you are headed, how can you

plan your route towards there?

2. Research & Strategize How To
Get There, Fastest

There are MORE ways that you can imagine
when you are willing to do the research, and

reach out to the right people, in the right way.

3. Step Into Your New Identity &
Remove Mindset Blocks 

Don't let your limiting beliefs stop you in your
career evolution! 

Time To Pivot!

https://ponnylam.com/liberate-your-next-career-bootcamp/

